Classroom Uses of Web Conferencing with Adobe Acrobat Connect

**When:** Wednesday, December 5, 2007
**Time:** 12:05 P.M. to 1:00 P.M.
**Where:** Health Sciences Education Building, Room 2600
**Who:** Tim Stack, Computer Professional, KUEN/UEN
**What:** Library and Information Technology Forum

Program Description
Learn how Adobe Connect makes it easy for educators to teach, learn, and collaborate with virtually anyone -- anywhere, anytime. Connect makes it possible to hold online meetings, classes, or even office hours in an environment with video, audio, text chat, desktop sharing, white boards, file sharing, and PowerPoint slides.

Any Connect meeting can also be recorded for online playback with just the click of a button. The recorded meeting or instruction is immediately available via a url (Web address). No post production or uploading required. Also with the included plug-in PowerPoint shows can be authored with narration, uploaded to Connect, and available for on demand playback.

Presenter
Tim Stack, Computer Professional, provides the expertise behind the professional development Web Academy. He trains teachers throughout the state in the areas of technical skills and technical integration and hosts UEN's weekly Faculty Lounge webcast. After more than a few career changes, Tim discovered education. He spent five wonderful years teaching junior high math, mostly working with special populations. He received his Bachelor of Science in marketing and Bachelor of Arts in geography with a math minor, his secondary education certificate, and his M.Ed. in Instructional Design and Educational Technology all from the University of Utah. Tim is also a 3 year member of the Adobe Education Leaders advisory group.

Light refreshments will be served!
Sponsored by the Spencer S. Eccles Health Sciences Library
For more information contact Jeanne Le Ber at 801-585-6744 or email jeannele@lib.med.utah.edu
http://library.med.utah.edu/or/lift/lift.php